
How Much How Many

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Rachel's was a sensible explanation of just how _______ time, or rather
how little, a spread, a dance or a basket-ball game takes.
1.

They can not tell how _______ souls they have sent to perdition with such
loose talk.
2.

Janet couldn't even guess how _______ minutes they rested on the stream
bed with the water washing away the aches in their weary bodies.
3.

How _______ years of absolute abandonment might justify a provincial
people in considering themselves surrendered to their own discretion, is a
question standing on the separate circumstances of each separate case.

4.

Bates takes care of the advertising solicitors, too, which is a help, though
he worries Perny a good deal trying to find out how _______ money we've
got.

5.

So back they went for a good night's rest, and were up and at it early in the
morning, scarcely noticing the way they rode, so interested were they in
deciding how _______ chairs and beds and tables they needed to buy.

6.

If they assembled on Wednesday, how _______ days would elapse before
they were to start, and on what day would they start?
7.

In the first place, how _______ of us understand our system of
government?
8.

The first thing they did was to find out how _______ cash each one had laid
aside, to be used for spending money on such occasions as Thanksgiving,
and Christmas, and Training day.

9.

How _______ secret tears are wiped from her cheek; what untold anguish
does she sometimes endure.
10.

And even though she'd changed her mind, how _______ faith could be
placed in Her Majesty?
11.
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How _______ little children go hungry because their fathers have become
opium fiends!
12.

I wonder how _______ stupid years of barrack-life go to make up one of
these men?
13.

If your first Sunday were a roast-pork Sunday, you knew without mental
effort on every roast-pork Sunday exactly how _______ months you had been
there.

14.

He could tell just how many steers each tribe had cost his employers, and
how _______ horses were still charged off against Indians in general.
15.

I know how _______ noble hearts, moderate, affectionate, incapable of
doing evil and almost of conceiving it, go to make up her moral strength;
amongst them are friends that I shall never cease to esteem.

16.

How _______ grown men would deliberately risk life to win the passing
approval of a mistress?
17.

How _______ bronzed men had whispered this name and then dropped
upon their knees in prayer.
18.

How _______ gentlemen pass their lives in a shameful indolence, who
might employ themselves to the purpose, were such a design set on foot?
19.

Not long since I was asked how _______ persons I supposed Chicago
contained who would come under a statute of this kind and who ought to
receive sentence under it.

20.
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